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Attn: Commercial Advisory 
Department of Treasury 
Locked Bag 11 
Cloisters Square WA   6850 
 
 
 
RWWA SUBMISSION IN RESPONSE TO JULY 2018 STAKEHOLDER FORUMS – ‘THE FUTURE OF THE WATAB’ 
 
Following the second stage of consultation on ‘The Future of The WATAB’, the attached submission is provided on 
behalf of the RWWA Board. Whilst the Board has made its own submission expanding upon the WATAB to include the 
important issue of Point of Consumption Tax, this submission is consistent with those made by the RWWA Racing 
Subcommittees.  
 
Of the 12 consultative forums held during July 2018, RWWA directly attended 9 of the 12 sessions. The attached 
submission aims to address important observations arising from the various stakeholder forums together with reinforcing 
key areas relevant to the WA racing industry from a potential sale of the WATAB. 
 
From the attendance and engagement at the various metropolitan and regional forums it is reasonable to suggest the 
wider industry participants, (i.e. non representatives of racing eligible bodies) rely heavily on RWWA, its Racing 
Subcommittees and the various Eligible Bodies to represent their interests in achieving the best outcome for the 30,000+ 
participants involved in the Western Australian racing industry.  
 
The sale of the WATAB is a complex and emotive subject, requiring detailed knowledge and understanding of the issues 
and solutions in order to achieve optimal results for the industry. Many stakeholders see this potential change process 
as an opportunity to address their individual issues, some of which may not be in the interests of the ‘wider’ racing 
industry. RWWA’s submission aims to provide a balanced perspective in response to the Treasury/Investec Discussion 
Paper and subsequent forum presentation pack. 
 
Whilst deliberately not exhaustive, the submission focuses on the key areas that RWWA believes must be agreed in 
order for the industry’s stakeholder interests to be met. 
 
RWWA looks forward to progressing discussions with Government and its advisors in the coming months to reach 
agreement across the various key areas raised in the Treasury/Investec presentation.  
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Jeff Ovens 
Chairman  
Attach. 
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RWWA SUBMISSION TO ADDRESS;

 Proposed Framework
 Racing Industry Funding Models
 “No Worse Off” Funding Level
 Wagering License Term
 Simulated Racing
 Racing Infrastructure Fund

 Transaction and Implementation Process
 Transaction Process
 Project Governance
 Stakeholder Consultation and Engagement
 Post Implementation Review

 Point of Consumption Wagering Tax
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KEY ISSUE RWWA SUBMISSION

Racing Industry Funding 
Models

The proposed Contractual model is supported.

A ‘product fee’ from the operator to the PRA based on fixed and variable components is supported.

• Period of funding guarantee to be three years. It is recommended during the transaction process, (Release
of Request for Expressions of Interest, Release of Request for Indicative Offers and Release of Request for
Binding Offers), the funding guarantee together with other areas need to be scenario tested to achieve the
optimal commercial and risk outcomes for the WA racing industry.

Wagering operator and PRA obligations to be detailed in a draft Racing Distribution Agreement (RDA) for
RWWA to establish acceptable commercial risk based outcomes.
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RACING AND WAGERING WA
PROPOSED FRAMEWORK



KEY ISSUE RWWA SUBMISSION

“No Worse Off” 
(NWO) Funding Level

“NWO” funding to comprise;

1. Current WATAB revenues (excluding use of cash reserves)
2. Indirect funding from all non WATAB sources
3. PRA costs to operate all facets of the PRA, net of PRA income from Licencing
4. Separation costs including one off and recurring
5. Value adding areas (e.g. Simulated Racing revenue share, pooling & book management fees, race field

fee partial payment by operator, SWA contribution)
6. Sum of 1-5 determines NWO funding

NWO recurring funding to be determined by RWWA SDP forecast projections at agreed point in time.

RWWA existing assets at time of transaction (cash, land and buildings, racing systems, radio station and
transmitters, relevant IP, trademarks, licenses, leases etc.) to be transferred to PRA.
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RACING AND WAGERING WA
PROPOSED FRAMEWORK



KEY ISSUE RWWA SUBMISSION

Wagering License Term An exclusive wagering license contract term of 25-30 years is supported.

The term should be an item that is tested in the negotiation process with prospective qualified bidders to
determine the optimal outcome for the wagering operator and how this translates into upfront and recurring value
to the State and PRA.
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RACING AND WAGERING WA
PROPOSED FRAMEWORK



KEY ISSUE RWWA SUBMISSION

Simulated or 
Virtual Racing

RWWA strongly supports the inclusion of Simulated or Virtual Racing to the proposed wagering license.

RWWA acknowledges the following suggested constraints to be applied to Simulated Racing;

• The product will be restricted to the three racing codes
• The product will be available in retail outlets only, restricted to standard trading hours.
• The time interval between virtual races will be regulated

RWWA supports the inclusion of the following additional key items when considering Simulated Racing;

• Simulated Racing be licensed for use in all TAB, pubTAB, clubTAB and on course venues
• Revenue share between the operator and PRA should be equivalent in rate to other wagering product revenue (Product Fee on

Revenue) so any cannibalisation of existing or new pari-mutuel or fixed odds revenue does not negatively impact returns to the
PRA.

• Simulated Racing provides ‘racing’ product for periods where race meetings are abandoned, where live racing is limited and
provides punters with additional product choice.

• Whilst Simulated Racing adds value to both the upfront and recurring components of the license, from interstate examples, it is
expected to generate between 3-5% of retail turnover having minimal impact on the current rate of problem gambling. This can
be assessed more formally if required through independent social and economic modelling. 6
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KEY ISSUE RWWA SUBMISSION

Racing Infrastructure 
Fund

RWWA strongly supports the establishment of a racing industry infrastructure fund and that 35 percent of the
WATAB net sale proceeds to be injected into the fund.

RWWA and Government will agree the components of the sale process that would determine ‘net sale’ proceeds.

The infrastructure fund should be held by the PRA in a dedicated account subject to regular audit.

Interest and other income generated by the fund should accrue to the fund to assist in generating new capital.

A formal application and acquittal process to be agreed between Government and the PRA which will establish
processes to ensure optimal allocation of capital towards projects of merit to best serve the interests of the WA
racing industry whilst providing the necessary standards of probity and transparency.

The infrastructure fund must be used exclusively for racing related infrastructure and not unrelated non-racing
projects. Recommended expenditures from the fund must be made by the PRA.

Whereby the fund is ‘wound up’ or terminated, any remaining funds would be passed to the PRA without
deductions. 7
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KEY ISSUE RWWA SUBMISSION

Transaction Process RWWA supports the proposed 3 stage open market transaction process, including;

• Release of Request for Expressions of Interest

• Release of Request for Indicative Offers

• Release of Request for Binding Offers

RWWA seeks to formalise the details of the draft RDA (should the Government proceed with the transaction
process) well in advance of Stage 1 ‘Release of Request for Expressions of Interest’ commencing.

The key terms and obligations of the RDA are critically important for the racing industry to understand the
specific details applicable to the transaction. Ideally this information should be known and agreed or conditions
established prior to the legislative amendments occurring.
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RACING AND WAGERING WA
TRANSACTION AND IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS



KEY ISSUE RWWA SUBMISSION

Project Governance It is acknowledged that Treasury, on behalf of Government, will be responsible for management of the
transaction process. RWWA supports being actively involved in the governance and operational aspects of the
planning, transaction and post implementation review process and accepts;

• The RWWA Board will nominate two representatives to be appointed to the project steering committee, which
would report and make recommendations to government; and

• RWWA representatives will be part of the project team throughout the planning and operational transaction
process and involved in post implementation reviews.

• RWWA representatives will need to on an ongoing basis, consult with the RWWA Board, it’s Racing
Subcommittees and RWWA’s legal advisors on a confidential basis to act in the interests of WA racing
stakeholders.
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RACING AND WAGERING WA
TRANSACTION AND IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS



KEY ISSUE RWWA SUBMISSION

Ongoing Consultation and 
Stakeholder Engagement

RWWA accepts that it will be responsible for stakeholder consultation.

Specifically, RWWA will take responsibility for keeping the racing industry informed of the overall subject of the
‘Future of the WATAB’ and in particular, exclusively manage communications with racing stakeholders, staff and
agents during the various stages of the transaction process.

RWWA will develop communications protocols in conjunction with Treasury and Ministerial staff to ensure
relevant and timely communication of information to the various stakeholder groups.
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RACING AND WAGERING WA
TRANSACTION AND IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS



KEY ISSUE RWWA SUBMISSION

Post Implementation
Review

RWWA supports the continued governance of racing under a tri-code PRA structure.

RWWA supports a post implementation review to take place after 2 years and to be completed with
recommendations within 3 years following the sale of the WATAB.

The terms of reference for the post implementation review should broadly include;

• The outcome of the new WATAB arrangements
• The effect on the funding of the WA racing industry
• The effectiveness of the PRA structure and functions, and
• The effectiveness of the governance and acquittal process of the industry infrastructure fund
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RACING AND WAGERING WA
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KEY ISSUE RWWA SUBMISSION

POC Wagering Tax RWWA supports the introduction of a POC wagering tax under the following conditions;

• The POC tax rate is set at 10% of wagering revenue.
• A formal structure be established to assess and fully mitigate the negative impact a POC tax may have on the

PRA’s ‘Other income’ as a result of a POC tax being implemented in Western Australia.

It is important to note that in NSW and Victoria, State Governments have introduced POC wagering taxes at 10% and
8% respectively of wagering revenues. In each state, Governments have established formal structures (rebate)
whereby their racing industries will receive approximately 20% of revenues generated from the new wagering tax.

Historically, NSW and Victoria have had the benefit of materially lower wagering taxes than Western Australia providing
their private wagering operator greater capacity to fund the NSW and Victorian racing industries.

With the introduction of POC Tax, NSW and Victoria will have an even greater capacity to fund their racing industries
with the 20% rebate.

This is an important opportunity for Western Australia to achieve similar outcomes to that of other states.
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RACING AND WAGERING WA
POINT OF CONSUMPTION WGAERING TAX
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